Our Increasing Intapp Investment:

A Commitment to the Cloud
Intapp has taken a bold step in adopting a 100% cloud
delivery strategy. Most law firms today welcome the shift
in principle, but many are grappling with the implications for
migrating their own systems, data and processes to the cloud.
As the largest, most experienced Intapp consulting services
and implementation partner, Aurora North has worked with
over 250 firms on over 800 successful Intapp projects. We
have developed a specialized methodology and services
approach built specifically for Intapp Cloud migration projects.

Curtis Russell
Chief Operating Officer

As the needs of our clients evolve, we want to make sure
we continue to deliver the same exceptional experience and
results we’ve built an unmatched 16-year reputation on —

Curtis Russell leads Aurora North

which is why we’re “all in” with Intapp in the cloud.

business operations and oversees
our professional services teams,

And this is why we’re making significant new investments to
grow our team, further expand our skills and certifications,
and building out unique enhancements for the ecosystem.

client product implementation, and
consulting service engagements.
He’s also frequently involved in
many client project engagements, so

I wanted to take a moment to share more details on each,
and how our investments will deliver meaningful benefits
to your firm.

www.auroranorth.com

he’s deeply familiar with the ins, outs
and technical capabilities of Intapp.

Strategic Pillar #1:

software underlying Intapp’s new cloud-native

Growing Our Intapp Practice Team

integration platform (IIS). We’re hitting the

Much like the law firms we serve, people are the core

the next generation of Intapp integration.

ground running when it comes to our plans for

of everything we do. Over the past 18 months we’ve
grown our team by 20% to keep pace with strong



Sue McIntyre further expands our IIS/Boomi

client demand.

bench. Having executed over 300 integrations

While we can quantify growth and express it as a

she joins as principal solution architect. Sue offers

number, quality is equally if not more important. And

unique experience, skill and perspective to any

that’s an area of significant focus as we recruit new-

firm looking to get the most out of Intapp IIS.

over the past seven years using that platform,

members to the team.


Lisa Womack is a 25-year industry veteran. She

We’ve added several experts in legal technology and

served as director of accounting and director of

professional services operations. Most are industry

new client intake at an Am Law 200 firm. And

veterans with rich backgrounds, who have worked in-

she’s overseen several software, data and process

house at law firms, executed complex projects as

improvement initiatives. Lisa’s combined finance

consultants, or helped deliver fresh innovation as part

and risk experience make her a true asset to our

of legal technology software solution providers.

team, where she serves as project team lead,
working with our clients to execute Intapp initia-

A few recent key adds I’d highlight, include:


tives on time and on budget.

David Robinson heads our time practice. We joke
that he basically invented this software category.
With a 12-year tenure at Intapp, 5 years at APS
(makers of DTE Axiom), another 5 years working
on Carpe Diem, and a stint at newcomer ZERØ,
David probably knows more about law firm time
entry software than anyone else on the planet.



Fulya Satar joined our practice as a principal
engineer. A software developer by training, she
has an eight-year history working as a consultant
specializing in workflow for business intake and
conflicts projects. An expert in Intapp’s risk and
data integration software products, she joins our
technical team in pursuing mastery of Boomi, the
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Strategic Pillar #2:

PERSPECTIVES

Continuous Training & Certification
While we’re proud of our unrivaled record, we never

Community Comments

want to grow complacent or rest on our laurels. So in
2021, we set fresh objectives to further expand our
teams’ Intapp skills and certification levels.
The Intapp platform is growing and evolving on several fronts. The recent shift to “cloud-only” delivery is
the most obvious change. But other changes also
create new challenges and new opportunities for
Intapp customers. Significant changes include:


Tighter integration of individual products into the
core Intapp platform



“Great to see colleagues and partners at Aurora North
expanding — thanks for helping our clients on their
journey to becoming a Connected Firm.”

— Lavinia Calvert, General Manager
“Thanks for providing such great insights on migrating
to the cloud!”

Alterations to platform architecture that create
both new constraints and new capabilities for

— Jose Lazares, Sr. Vice President

data access and custom report development


The adoption and integration of third-party tools
to address those opportunities — most notably
Sisense reporting and Boomi cloud integration
(aka Intapp Integration Service / IIS)

To support the partner ecosystem, Intapp continues
to develop additional training and certification
resources. These include new cloud-specific product
and core platform certifications.

“I would say that the distinguishing thing about working
with Aurora North is that they simply care, and they care
at a very fundamental level about the success of their
clients. They go far beyond what we ask of them and
offer themselves to us as true and trusted strategic

Having already earned certifications for key Intapp
products (both on-premises and cloud), including
Time, Intake, Conflicts and Integrate, we’ve set an

advisers. And in several respects they are helping us
chart the evolution of this firm, providing immense
insight and value.”

ambitious goal: to be the services partner with the
greatest certification levels across our entire team.

—

Gillian Power, CIO

So we’re investing to sharpen our skills even further.
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Strategic Pillar #3:

.

Templates
and ProjectTemplates
Accelerators
. Tailored for Your Firm
Proven
Methodology,
& Accelerators —
When clients engage Aurora North to implement new

Building on our strategic relationship, we have been

Intapp solutions, upgrade existing tools, or execute

working directly with Intapp to create a unique library

cloud migrations, they benefit from all the work we

of integration templates to accelerate firm adoption,

have done for their peers. Through that history, we’ve

implementation and use of IIS/Boomi.

built a proven methodology, learned many important
lessons, and developed strong, direct relationships

These templates address system integration and data

with Intapp’s product and leadership teams.

communication across the Intapp product suite.

Because of that solid foundation, we like to say that

Our templates provide a solid foundations point

we don’t need to “re-invent” the wheel from scratch

that can be modified to fit the specific architecture,

for our clients on each engagement — we have a

objectives and needs of the firms we work with,

warehouse of wheels built over the past 16 years.

accelerating Intapp cloud implementation and
migration projects.
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Strategic Pillar #4:
Product Innovation

.

With a deep understanding of the Intapp platform,

learning to analyze invention descriptions and

and best practices for integrating it into the broader

identify likely CPC codes. It then checks the firm’s

firm architectural landscape, we continue to develop

existing portfolio of IP matters for any overlaps

and offer fresh Intapp innovation to firms, including:

that need to be flagged for human intervention,
review and resolution as part of the overall client



intake and conflicts review process.

Audit Letter Response Workflow — For firms
looking to efficiently address this critical but onerous client compliance requirement, we have



Client Health Indexing and Rating — For firms

designed a solution that leverages Intapp’s native

looking to extend the client scoring capabilities

workflow capabilities and integrates with other

available natively within Intapp’s business intake

internal systems and processes. It frees staff from

software — enhancing their ability to efficiency

manual data collection and report creation, and

review and evaluate new matters — we offer

offers managed visibility and control over docu-

unique experience, advice, and innovation. We’ve

ment creation, distribution and review.

worked with organizations to integrate additional
sources of relevant data, to create added review



Terms and Outside Counsel Guidelines — For
firms looking to get a better handle on OCGs

workflows, and to develop custom reporting that
addresses a variety of exciting new possibilities.

generally, and to even achieve measurable ROI
through practical integration with time recording
tools, we have the experience and approach to
deliver real results. We work with firms on rightsized approaches to harness systems like Intapp
Terms and Intapp Workflow Automation, along
with other internal applications and business
data, to better address client requirements, control risk and protect revenue.



Subject Matter Conflicts — For IP firms seeking
to comprehensively tackle this complex client
intake requirement, we’ve built a solution that
integrates with Intapp Intake and Conflicts and
automates classification of new IP matters quickly
and consistently. It uses sophisticated machine
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Strategic Pillar #5:

.

New Client Service and Support Models

.

Whether your firm has adopted one Intapp product,



or their complete professional services platform, it’s

A backlog of desired Intapp projects (a clear vision of where you want to go)

critical that your organization get the ROI you expect.


term, scaling internal capabilities to execute

Implementations, upgrades and cloud migrations are
just one side of that coin. As Intapp’s portfolio has
expanded and evolved, firms have looked to Aurora
North for a range of additional help and support,
ranging from formal strategic planning, to general
advice, to training and best practices, and more.
To best support those evolving needs, we’ve invested
in creating a new model of client engagement we call
“Aurora Assist.” It sits on a spectrum between formal,
product implementation / cloud migration projects
on one end, and enhanced help desk support on the
other. And it’s delivered as a managed service model.



A practical recognition that it can be easier to
secure funding for external service/support help,
versus hiring and developing internal resources

With Aurora Assist, firms get predictable, consistent
access to skilled consulting resources — certified
experts ready to help in multiple ways, including:
answering questions, designing solutions, providing
advice, training, and co-development help — and
even executing common tasks and projects.
The net result is that firms can move further, faster —
making consistent progress on their Intapp journey,

Why a managed services model?
We frequently see law firms navigating any number
of common challenges. These include:


A desire to be more self-sufficient in the long

without the overhead associated with navigating oneoff consulting engagements on a per-project basis.
It’s like having another skilled in-house resource on

Constrained internal resources (technical, business analysis, process and project experts)

your Intapp team that you can turn to whenever you
need assistance — because you can.

www.auroranorth.com
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In Conclusion

.

Compelling Cloud Commentary

.

The Intapp cloud offers great advantages, but getting

Our approach is rooted in developing a detailed

there can pose significant challenges. These include

understanding of your firm’s environment, your

migrating existing data, re-engineering critical system

specific objectives, and the opportunities for ROI

integrations, and mapping functional processes to a

offered by the Intapp cloud.

new environment.
That starts with a thorough Business Process Review,
We’ve worked with many law firms to navigate these

identifying potential changes and improvements that

issues and execute cloud projects smoothly —

can deliver improved efficiency and performance, as

addressing not only the technical aspects, but also

well as greater user adoption and satisfaction.

the human factor and change management elements
critical to project success.

We have a detailed program overview, we would be
happy to share (see below).

And we’re making large investments in our Intapp
practice team, in our processes, in R&D, and in our
engagement models to best serve clients of all sizes.

And for more information about any of the areas I’ve
explored in this update, please feel free to get in
touch. We’d love to explore how we can help your

One final detail I’d highlight is that we have developed

firm reach new heights in the Intapp Cloud. ▲

a specialized methodology and services approach
built specifically for Intapp Cloud migration projects.

Contact Us for Cloud Collaboration
It pays to work with an independent expert. We have
executed more Intapp projects (cloud and on premises)
than anyone. We know the issues, pitfalls, and potentials.
Whether your firms is looking to implement new Intapp
cloud solutions, migrate existing systems to the cloud, or
navigate a hybrid environment, we stand ready to assist.
Contact Us to Read: Our Intapp Cloud Migration Methodology
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